L. M. Trausch’s Newly Released “The Tales of Lydia Lymkin & America’s Remarkable Declaration of Independence” is an Illuminating Origin Story for Children

“The Tales of Lydia Lymkin & America’s Remarkable Declaration of Independence” from Christian Faith Publishing author L. M. Trausch is an educational children’s book that explains the founding of the United States of America through the story a curious young girl’s father tells her one Fourth of July in answer to her questions about why people celebrate Independence Day.


Trausch writes, “Lydia Lymkin is inspired to learn about the Declaration of Independence while watching an Independence Day parade in her hometown. Lydia’s father explains the reasons for and the importance of this historic document that launched the founding of the United States of America.”

Published by Christian Faith Publishing, L. M. Trausch’s new book is a straightforward, enlightening primer for young readers just as curious as young Lydia about why people in America celebrate Independence Day and what their country stands for.

Trausch lays out the values of patriotism, courage, family, and freedom in this wonderful introduction to the ideas that founded one of the greatest nations in the world.

View a synopsis of “The Tales of Lydia Lymkin & America’s Remarkable Declaration of Independence” on YouTube.

Consumers can purchase “The Tales of Lydia Lymkin & America’s Remarkable Declaration of Independence” at traditional brick & mortar bookstores, or online at Amazon.com, Apple iTunes store, or Barnes and Noble.

For additional information or inquiries about “The Tales of Lydia Lymkin & America’s Remarkable Declaration of Independence”, contact the Christian Faith Publishing media department at 866-554-0919.
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